THE ETHICS OF HUNTING:
KILLING AS LIFE-SUSTAINING

T n recent years there has been a great deal of discussion and politI i c a l activity in regard to firearm ownership and use. But, there has
not been the same degree of discussion in regard to hunting. What
makes this surprising, if for nothing else than its political implication,
is that 48% of all firearms owners in the United States have stated that
they own guns in order to hunt.' Anti-gun advocates would make
their case much stronger politically if they could ban hunting as immoral (following the same basic line that went into Prohibition) and
thus close off the gun ownership debate through the back door. But,
oddly enough, neither the anti-gun ad\rocates nor the pro-gun advocates deal directly with the hunting issue. Both seem to take for
granted the morality of hunting, that is, killing animals for sport.
Such complacency in regard to hunting, for either side, ~vouldseem
to be ill-advised. Three factors present in our society indicate a shifting of mood in regard to the morality of hunting, a shifting that could
affect the political environment in the near future. The three factors
a r e : 1) a growing movement among philosophers to develop theories
of animal rights in the strict sense;' 2) the general impact of the media upon children in regard to the 'personalization" of animals, as in
Disney animated cartoons; 3) the affective distanceiseparation between predation and eating that has occurred due to the industrialization of the food-gathering process. These three factors, one intellectual, two affective, have had and may continue to have a reinforcing
effect on the emotional attitudes of people in regard to the killing of
animals, especially if that killing is done not for food directly nor defense, but for the challenge of sport hunting.
I n this paper I would like to discuss the ethics of hunting. I will discuss the problem of animal rights to life and freedom from harm, as
well as the ethics of fair chase and proper weapon and shot selection.
I ~ v i l do
l this from within the perspective of general rights theory as
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its has been developed in &iJestern Society, but especially during the

past two Iitar~cireclyearscsr so.
$ 1 principal
~
thesis is this: hunting under both forlmis of food-gathering and trophy is moral so long as it occurs under proper legal and
moral restraints. These restraints derive f r ~ m
man's moral obligation
to himself to survive in a complex, biologically interrelated world in
ivhich reproduction, b o d supply, and adequate predation are esseimtiai ingredients to survival.

The basic argument against hunting of any sort is that it violates
the animal's right to life. A right, we generally agree, is an entitlement
to something that limits access or use of that thing by another without
the permission of the title holder. Wights indicate ownership of one
kind or another and with chat, the necessity of informed consent by
the owner if that entitled object is to be used by another.
Nois in order to advance the thesis that hunting is unethical because it violates animal rights, one must clearly show that animals
possess those specific qualities known as rights which provide the
principle of limitation or restraint upon another's actions in tl-nis reg a r d Since traciitionally only persons or rational beings are said to
have rights, in order to advance a theory of animal rights in the strict
sense, the distinctiorr between human persons and animals must be
L.1..---1 6 : e L - - L . .
- - -~ d~ l i~l ib~ ~Lut.
- -.: - V
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b t viewed
.
as ~nerelysentient animals,
and thus claim that rights are entitlements grarsted because of sentience or soieiy by ia~vor agreement, not by any unique human characteristic, specifically intelligence and volition, or that animals must
be viewed as possessing intelligence and volition.Vn either case, the
clear distinction between human and i~on-humansentient animals
must be b l ~ r r e dor done away with completely.
In general, the emphasis seems to be to lower man to the level of a
highly conlplex sentient animal and thus deny any special status to intelligence and volition. Rights, in such a theory, generally are said to
be due to sentience or, depending upon the theory being advanced,
upon positive imposition by law or contract.
But, as stated above, there is also the tendency to elevate animals,
at least some of the higher types, to the level of rational beings by
trying to show certain mental activities on their part that seem to be
similar to specifically human activities, namely, reflection and the
ability to make serial distinction^.^
The latter position, of course, is the more rigorous position and the
one that if established rz~ouldhave the most telling effect on the argument. It is the latter position that attempts to establish true personal inviolability. Bf successfuui in argumentation, then it would be
mandatory on the part of the state to forbid hunting the same way it
forbids and punishes all acts of aggression upon innocent persons.
The former position, while suggesting the continuity and common-

ality of man rvith animals, possesses greater plausibility fron? within
a n evolutionary perspective, but loses any secure grouzzd as h r as
identifying clearly what rights are and ~ v h opossesses them. 5 suspect
that in the end such a theory ivould identifv. rights
with nositive conu
tractual agreements, and by extension, to whatever or xvhoariever one
agrees to extend them to.
I believe the most iniportan~argument is the latter argument that
attempts to deny hunting on the grounds of strict violation of animal
rights to life and ~i~ell-bei~lg.
Therefore, I ;\.ant to address this issue
briefly
~ 1 1 ;general theory of rights identifies rights ivith persons insoiar
as persons possess intelligence and freedom. In the late 18th century
Pnl~mlanuelKailt provided one of the finest formuiations of the theory
of rights through his second formulation of the categorical imperative: ahvays treat the humanity of your o w n person and that of others
as an end and never as a means only. This meant for Kant that each
person liad to be treated as an intelligent and free agent rho possessed the right to consent freely to hmv helshe xias to he treated by
others. Kanr derived this principle from his conviction [hat oniy rational beings could recognize the universal implications of their motives and thus universalize them into absolutely binding rnora! laws.
hlan fbr Kant was thus a moral legislator and due the respect of all
other moral iegislacors.
Animals. on the other hand. evidence no such rational and volitional traits. They certainly evidence enormous powers of sensation
a n d instinctual responsiveness. But, so far as our evidence shows, they
d o not exhibit the ability to know and ax-ticulate uniz~osnlconcepts
a n d values that form the basis of moral law and personal rights.
T h o ~ i g hthere have been some interesting experiments with chinips
that indicate the ability to do some kind of serial reasoniaig, these experiments, to the best of my knowledge, have yet to establish the p?esence of clear universal concepts that form time basis of what we serlctly
mean by intelligence and moral reasoning. It is precisely the status of
universal concepts in the reasoning and volitional process that distinguishes between human and non-human though sentient activity"
Without such evidence a theory of rights as applied to animals seems
only to be far-fetched, arbitrary and fanciful, or merely anthropomoruhic.
T h e attempt to anthropomorphise animals finds Little support in
the Judeo-Christian tradition of moralit): There exists no blurring of
distinction between man and animal. Adam names the animals and
thus is "lord" over them. Thro~aghoutthe Old and New Testaments
the sacrifice of ailinlais is an integral part of worship. Christ is mythologized by the Christian tradition as the Paschal Lamb who is led
to the slaughter.
But, on the otlmer hand, one must not forget that neither the Bible
nor Western Tradition view man as separate from the natural world.
Biblical man, thouglm little less than the angels, is very much a citizen
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of the :vorid. Phiiosophicaily. there have been traditions s t e l i ~ m i n ~
back to Plato and incluciing a riur~iberof tile modern ratiorlalisss
rvl-iicir have tended ti, portray man as nlerely a solal entrapped in a
body and thus alien to time world of nature. But, though this is a d e e p
part of Western T i d i t i o and one that critics claiirl fuels our disdain
i-or animals arlcl all things natural, it is ilot the main and deepest vein
of Western Thought insofir as ehat Thought combines both philosophic insight and the Judeo-d;Plristian view (of man, God, and t h e
world. Even Plato corrects his stark dualism in his later works, a n d
tradition cannot be referred to \vithout reference to the hylomorphic
tlreory of Aristotle.
Therefore, though viewed as essentially different from mere sentient animals and religio~asly"little less than the angels," man is very
much an animal in continuity rvith other animals in this world. And
it is as an animal, though a rational and free animal, that Iris rights
to kill and thus his rights to hunt are founded.
Aifred North Whitehead wrote a half-century ago that "life is robberyM"or something to live, something else needed to die. The a n cient Greek phiicsopher Heraclitus wrote that the basic law of reality
is the law of sustained violence-srrstained counterforce. He simply
said that all things change according to a 1op.i or rule. 'Flat rule is the
rule of opposition, the law of balanlced violence. Life processes continue only if there is a sustained balance of violence of one living
being on another-, so long as there is balanced predation.
Because ail living beings live off the death of others, Iife itseif exists
within and on the basis of a delicately balanced systenl of co-~ ~ t r a v e n ing violences ivhich constitute the ecosystem. When Whitehead wrote
that iife is robbery he also wrote that robbery or death had to be in
the service of sustaining life.' Predation is the act of killing, but it is
killing for the sake of life. Predation, in otlier words, is "life sustaining." When such predation is lost, paradoxicaily, killing becomes
rampant and disorderly and as a result, killing ceases to be Iifesustaining. History and ecological studies have taught us this lesson
quite well.
Our right to kill, therefore, stems fr-om our right to life. We have
every right to kill other living beings other than m a n because we have
a right and an obligation to sustain^ our existences and the conditions
for our existences. As predational animals tve have obligations to ourselves as rational controIlers of the ecosystem (given our massive urbanization, industrialization, and highly competitive existences), to
manage the life systems through controlled killing, not only to feed
ourselves but also LO sustain that proper balance of competitive species which the sustaining of life requires. Mk have, in short, the right
urtd obligation to take life because the taking of life is crucial to the
sustaining of life.
This is an extremely important point. The right to kill and the obligations of restraint, which wTewill discuss further- on in this paper,
are generated through the basic right of life ehat belongs to man. It is
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this right to life and the conditions of life, given this ecosystem that
obliges hinl to kill in order to sustain his own life and the conditions
necessary for life sustenance. There are no other rights involved and
therefore no other sources of obligation.

HUNTING
FOR SPORT'
Apart from and beyond the ethical issue of the right to kill animals,
a second and much more troubling question for the hunter is raised
in regard to hunting purely for spore, trophy hunting, T h e basic
questions are these. Can killing for sport pure and simple be moral?
Does not killing inflict unnecessary pain upon animals? Is this ethical
since food procurement is not the issue? Shouldn't animals be given
a fair chance to escape, if nothing more?
-The basic question really comes down to this: haven't animals at
least the right to be free from undue harm and suffering, lei alone
death, if food-gathering needs are not strictly present in each act of
killing?
In response to these qj-testions, at l e a t one genera! rep? must be
made: killing may never be done wantonly nor indiscriminately. In
every act of killing there must be a proportionate reason for the killing. A proportionate reason muse be present because killing is an evil,
though not necessarily a moral evil. Some moralists call such non.moral evils ontic or material evils. They mean by this that in such acts
there is a loss of something good, in this case, the life of the animal.
And for there ever to be the deliberate taking away of something
good, there needs to be a proportionate good that provides an adequate reason for this deliberate loss. If the reasons are not proportionate then the material or ontic evil (assuming the motive is the reason) becomes a formal or moral evil.
Under this general principle, may hunting for sport be moral? Ma):
i n other words, hunting for sport be a sufficient reason for justifying
the killing of a non-threatening animal?
As stated above, ecological balance requires the taking of life for
life to be sustained. But sport hunting is neither for the sake of foodgathering nor ecological balance, strictly speaking. It is for fun, plain
a n d simple. The hunter stalks his game for the thrill of caking the
game. 'The eating of the game is secondary to the pursuit. The thrill
is in the predational act itself, not in the corollary benefits of food
andlor natural balance.
I n the strictest sense such forms of hunting do not violate any moral
law so long as sufficient reason exists ihr the action. If animals haven't
a strict right to life, they haven't the right either not to be pursued for
sport. Only human rights have bearing in this discussion. Therefore,
from a strict interpretation of rights and obligations, animals haven't
irz ne any rights that could or would limit the hunter in his pursuit of
his quarry.
T h e sufficient reason necessary to justify the action is the challenge

ini-irlvedin the pursuit. 2?opl1y or sport hrlntl~agallvays entails limiting or handicapping conditions, other~t-iseknown as .'fair chase",
which tend to balance instinct against iirtelligence a i d technology in
such a v;a)- that the iru~zterr-iiustemploy tremendous skills in finding:
stalking, and taking of game. This exercise of sliill aild challenge is a
sufficient reason for the hunt and kill. The kiiiing is part and parcel
of a ratioizally restrained use of human skills and this use is sufficient
to justify the ontic evil of taking the life of the quarry.
If ar~inaralshai,era'~a right to life and if the challenge of pursuing
marne
in their natural habitat under constrained conditions is suffia.
cierit reason to justify the taking of anirnai life, then why discuss the
erhics of Iwunting? What rnore is at stake?
Three other related areas of ethical concern in hunting remain ta
be discussed. Tlae); are: 1) ecological balance anad excessive killing; 2)
iair chase; 3) unnecessary infliction of pain and the proper selection
of weapons and their use.
In regard to the first issue, ecological balance and excessive killing,
the basic nioral principle is that the killing naust always be proportii~r~ate
to the numbers of animals arad the ratio of animals to habitat.
In other words, ecological balance and killing, even for trophy, rnrrmust
be correlative to each other. So long as the kiliing is life-sustaining to
the herd oi- species, then iio rnoral issue is involved. Only if the killing
is destructive of the species or seriously harmf~llto it, and thus dyshrictional in terms of the life systems in~volved,does a moral issue
.
arise. kxcessi;,e !cil!ing is imniol-al because i: endangers the system
upon which man depellds and survives, even if remotely and indirectiy. Put sinnpiy and pra~eicaily~
so long as the hunt is iegitimate and
not Tvantona and so long as the animals taken fall nuixerica!fy within
the amounts biologists and game managers identify as life-sustaining
rather than life-diminishing, trophy or sporc hunting is moral. Killing
a moose, for instance, from a passing jeep \v11ile on military duty in
Alaska simply because the moose, tueapoiand opportunity are there
is not ethical because the killing is wanton rather than a piece of the
general process of culling the herd. The desire to kill the moose is insufficient to justify the killing because of the scarcity ofthe game and
she risk of harming the herd (since if one can do it all can do it).
Generally, time obser~anceof basic game lalws and the principles of
fair chase cowl- the moralicy of trophy hunting. Killing under these
conditions is rarely !\.anton and rarely negatively effect the herd. If
fact, killing under these conaditions is generally accepted by biologists
arrd gaalae rrlanagers as life-s~bstaining.
The second issrre, the ethics of fair chase, is more complicated. If
killing for sport is inoral and animals h a ~ no
e intrinsic moral rights,
rvhy rnust they be sought under the hanciicappir~gconditions of fair
chase?
In order to answer- this question, I will come thro~rghthe back door
of an oi~jectiora.1fhnnting Tvere i,r food under the conditions of necessity, Fair chase ~vouldbe meaningless. It would be as absurd for a
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hunter in need of food to wait until dawn to kill a deer as it would be
for a cougar to wait. IVhatever fair chase may mean, it cannot mean
that the animal has a right to be pursued in this manner. If this is
true, then, whj- should the hunter be handicapped in his pursuit of
game? Why is fair chase a moral condition of sport hunting?
T h e morality of fair chase evolves from two interrelated issues: the
efficiency of modern weapons and the need for maintaining the delicate balance of the ecosystem.
T h e efficiency of modern weapons and calibers, the extension of
effective hunting ranges and times through modern sighting systems,
the modern means of transportation, ground and air; and the pressure on game populations due to the density of hunters in the woods
create an ever-increasing risk that animal pop~alationswill be unduly
depleted and a general dysfunction will occur in the ecosystem if restraint upon these modern technologies is not kept in place. Our
hunting technologies have become so sophisticated that the animal's
natural instinctual defenses cannot cope with them. The unrestricted
use of these technologies would simply devastate animal populations.
Instincts for survival have not evolved suficient!y quickly enough to
match the modern weapon, sighting system, and means of transportation. The polar bear, for instance, has no defense against a hunter
firing a high-powered, well-scoped rifle from an airplane. If polar
bears were to be hunted in this manner, hardly any would survive. A
magnificent species of animal ~vouldbe lost and with it a link in the
biological-ecological chain. The balance of arctic life would be negatively affected.
I n such an unrestricted manner of hunting, killing would not be
life-sustaining but life-diminishing. Hunting in the long run would
become the wanton destruction of life and life systems and thus
threatening not only to the general animal kingdom, but threatening
to the life of man himself.
Fair chase, then, is a significant element in the morality of hunting
because it is a self-imposed form of restraint upon killing, a restraint
that is intended to ensure that killing will be life-sustaining, It is required therefore by the rights of man who is a participant in and dependent upon the ecosystem.
T h e last condition for the morality of trophy hunting concerns the
proper selection of weapons1caIibers and <hot selection.
Hunters generally agree that the taking of game must be done
quickly, cleanly, and with the least pain possible to the animal. Therefore, hunters are quite explicit in recommending minimum allowable
calibers for specific game, along with proper bullet weights, velocities
a n d ranges. They also strongly recommend sufficient practice with
t h e weapon to ensure clean, quick kills. Poor shot selection because of
improper caliber, excessive range, or poor judgment in regards to
personal skills are usually strongly condemned by experienced hunters. The reasons are simple and clear. Failure to use weapons properly means 1) unnecessary suffering on the part of the animal, and
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2) lost game because of wounded andlor unretrievable game. I n t h e
latter case, killing risks becoming excessive since more than the alloviable number of game tends to be taken.
What is the reason for the necessity of quick and clean kills? T h e
answer is basically the same as given in regard to killing in general.
Suffering, like death, is a material or ontic evil. One may not increase
suffering without due reason. The act of killing is not sufficient reason for increasing suffering if the suffering could be avoided. T h e
right to kill is not the same as the right to make suffer. We are obliged
by our own rational dignity to minimize the amount of pain involved
in all our actions, even the action of kiHing. It is irrational to do what
is evil, even materially or ontically evil, if it can be avoided. The willing
of pain for its own sake or even its tolerance, when it couid be avoided,
is a failure to live u p to the rational requirements of doing good a n d
avoiding evil.
Proper weapon selection, practice, and shot placement ensure that
the taking of game, whether for food or sport, is done quickly a n d
cleanly, inflicting the least amount of pain possible.
Secondly, and of almost equal importance, is chat the improper use
of weapons leads to ~7oundedgame which eventually die and are last
to the hunter. The ecosystem, it is true, will absorb these animals. T h e
coyotes will feed better on a given day. Furthermore, the damage
done in a single instance is insignificant. But, the issue is the ethics of
the hunter's actions and this must be considered universally. Even
though one or a few particuiar acts are insignificant, wholesale acts of
this sort would be devastating. If everyone used improper weapons
and took unwise shots, a great deal of game would-be lost a n d this
would be iiarmfu!. The old probiem of exception comes in here. How
does on judge hirnlherself to be sufficiently unique to bypass the generally agreed upon restraint which safeguards againsr wanton destruction of game through careless shot selection and placement! If
one could argue that he or she is an exception, all could and probably
wou id.
If done on a wide enough scale, not only ~ ~ o uthere
l d be a large and
unnecessary increase in animal suffering, but also an increase in the
erratic taking of game, thus making game management next to impossible. On a large scale, ecological balance might be in jeopardy.
The problems in Africa in regard to poaching and attempts at game
rnanagernent are testimony to what can occur if restraint is not present. Therefore, even weapons and shot selection must factor in the
taking of game. These are not entirely arbitrary issues.
When one looks at such an argument, one might be tempted to say
that such an imbalance is virtually impossible and thus that the argument is implausible. But, if one simply recalls the devastation that
occurred in the wetlands of America due to the devastation of the
beaver popuiation during the last century, or the impact of the loss of
timber wolves and coyotes on the elk population, one will not be too
quick to claim that disbalance is not possible or probabie.

'The system of legal restraints inlposed by the state under the rubric
of game management attempts to balance reproduction, habitat, and
restricted predation. The observance of these laws, laws that include
game allowed to be taken, season lengths, numbers allowable, and
weapon selection, generally ensures this balance. The observance of
these laws is therefore a moral issue, at least indirectly since these
laws are geared to uphold and sustain the balance of nature which w7e
as humans depend upon for our existence. Thus, though it may
sound preposterous, it is nevertheless true, that weapons selection,
practice, and shot placement are all part and parcel of a broad moral
issue, the issue of human survival in a very complex, very delicately
balanced ecosystem.

The importance of any discussion in ethics is to discover consistent
principles which lend themselves to intelligent application in human
affairs. I have tried to do this in this paper. My thesis throughout has
been simp!e. A! ki!!ing of non-human anima!s is moral if there is nrnr-portionate reason. This reason must in the final analysis be consistent
with the general principle that man alone among the animals has
rights to life and the conditions for life. Thus, under this principle,
hunting is moral if it contributes to man's welfare, the welfare of the
ecosystem. To refer once again to Whitehead's remark, hunting is
moral if it is in the end life-sustaining.
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